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Cindy Karch
City of Mineola, Texas
300 Greenville Highway
Mineola, Texas 75773

Dear Cindy Karch,

On behalf of OpenGov, we are thrilled about the opportunity to expand our partnership with
the City by proposing the OpenGov Financials, Enterprise Asset Management, Courts
Permitting and Licensing Suites to support the City’s needs. We truly value your careful
consideration in reviewing the project proposal we have prepared for you.

We are pleased to present in the following pages our solutions that we believe will meet and
exceed the City’s goals for Financial Management, Budget & Planning, Enterprise Asset
Manager, Permitting and Licensing and Asset Management. OpenGov’s modern, cloud-based
software offers mission-critical functionalities, including data integrity, historical reporting,
easy importing and exporting of data, collaborative budgeting and planning, and interactive
reporting for both Council members and resident stakeholders alike.

OpenGov has a strong presence in the State of Texas, partnering with Cities such as the City
of Sulphur Springs, Greenville, Everman, Balch Springs and The City of Northlake. The
above-mentioned cities and many more have used OpenGov to adapt to change, operate
e�ciently and strengthen public trust.

We are on a mission to power more effective and accountable government, and we seek to
produce long-term partnerships with the communities we serve. We look forward to putting
our entire organization behind the City of Mineola to ensure this engagement exceeds
expectations. We are looking forward to this potential partnership!

Sincerely,

Ray Kirkpatrick - Account Executive
rkirkpatrick@opengov.com

Nate Huinker - Account Executive
nhuinker@opengov.com
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Executive Summary
OpenGov is proposing OpenGov Cloud Financials, Enterprise Asset Management, Permitting &
Licensing, and Courts for consideration.

OpenGov Cloud Financials is a comprehensive, cloud Financial Management Suite designed for local
government. As part of the industry’s only modern cloud ERP for accounting, budgeting, and
community development, OpenGov Financials unifies and automates the many mission-critical
financial processes of public administration, now and for the future. OpenGov Financials offers the
most complete and easy-to-use Reporting & Transparency Platform, with out-of-the-box capabilities
to help you better understand organizational performance, maintain central and accurate reporting,
and communicate clearly and effortlessly with the public.

OpenGov Budgeting and Planning is a modern, full-featured cloud budgeting solution designed to
meet the unique needs of public sector planning and analysis. Trusted by hundreds of
forward-thinking governments, Budgeting and Planning is the industry’s most collaborative
experience for budget process automation, managerial reporting, and public transparency � driving
more effective planning and strengthening public trust. On average, Budgeting and Planning
customers see a 50% reduction in budget development time, achieve 80% time savings on reporting,
and have re-allocated up to 1% of their budgets for more strategic outcomes.

OpenGov Enterprise Asset Management is a full and comprehensive operations and capital planning
solution that canmeet the specific needs of individual departments across the City of Mineola that are
responsible for managing andmaintaining infrastructure and other high value assets. OpenGov’s Asset
management functionality lets The City of Mineola track any asset type ranging from streets and signs
to water mains, trees, and anything else the city is responsible for. That means understanding what
condition your assets are in, the ability to assign work and create preventative maintenance
schedules, and being able to plan for the future. At the same time the solution is specifically designed
to be as easy to use as pen and paper for field and o�ce staff.

OpenGov Permitting and Licensingmodernizes community development through highly configurable
workflows replete with digital forms, signatures, and payments. Featuring a user-friendly constituent
portal seamlessly integrated with backend data collection and approval rules, OpenGov Permitting &
Licensing delivers an all-in-one cloud solution to streamline processes from intake through issuance.
With OpenGov Permitting & Licensing, governments can decrease turnaround times by 50%, save
staff hours, drive increased revenue, and delight citizens without compromising the administrative
controls their teams need.

OpenGov Courts is a solution that allows you to run your Courts e�ciently and provide a better
defendant experience. It provides automated connections to State of Texas databases to reduce the
manual work required. Additionally, it has paperless processes that allow for increased options for
defendants which can lead to easier access for defendants to reach adjudication. The software
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features the following for: public portal that defendants can use, integrated reporting to systems and
automated fee adjustments.

OpenGov Reporting and Transparency Platform build trust by simplifying and streamlining the
collection, analysis, and communication of complex information with the OpenGov Reporting and
Transparency platform. Our platform’s solutions reduce manual reporting, data scrubbing, and
formatting by providing on-demand access to dynamic, interactive reports and dashboards. Simple,
self-service tools empower anyone with access to the platform to perform analysis without burdening
technical teams, making it easier to discover trends, provide historical context, and quickly identify
anomalies.

Why OpenGov?
The only modern cloud ERP for local government.
OpenGov offers transformative solutions for budgeting, financial management, and civic services with
the market-leading reporting and transparency platform � allowing customers to re-allocate up to 1%
of their budgets for more strategic outcomes and save thousands of hours on manual and
paper-based processes.

A trusted partner.
More than 2,000 governments nationwide partner with OpenGov to drive more effective and
accountable operations through cloud financial solutions. Built exclusively for state and local
government, OpenGov’s software, services, and expertise are backed by over 300 years of employee
experience in the public sector.

A platform built to growwith you.
Modern cloud architecture ensures all of your users have access to the latest features and upgrades
while reducing your IT burden, minimizing your cost footprint, and breaking down system and data
silos. Thanks to world-class professional services and a roadmap driven by customer feedback, you
future-proof your investment for the next generation.
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OpenGov Financials
Focus on complex accounting - not managing complex software.

The Only Modern Cloud Financial Suite Designed Exclusively For
Government
The OpenGov Financials Suite is an end-to-end financial management solution that works seamlessly
on the OpenGov platformwith our Budgeting, Planning, Reporting and Transparency suites. We are the
only fully cloud-basedmanagement solution designed exclusively for the public sector.

With OpenGov Financials, a government can go from source business documents (timecards, invoices,
cash receipts, etc.) to reporting, forecasting and budgeting with the OpenGov Budgeting & Planning
Suite, without duplicating work, data translation, or other barriers to slow your progress.

Part of the Only Modern Cloud ERP for Local Government
Manage all your core financial processes with a comprehensive suite — including Fund-Accounting,
General Ledger, A/P, A/R, financial close, bank reconciliation, Purchasing, Fixed Assets, Utility
Billing—all designed exclusively to meet the needs of local government and integrated with OpenGov’s
other leading Suites.

● Native Multi-Fund Accounting: Manage critical processes including automated inter-fund
transfers, encumbrances, audit-preparation, and deep user-security controls

● Purchasing: Simplify vendor and contract management, approval processes, and document
storage with online requisitions and automatedmonitoring tools

● Utility Billing: Managemetered or unmetered services for your municipality or independent
utility with simplified billing, flexible payment options, 3rd party meter integrations, and field
service requests.
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Industry-Leading Reporting and Analysis
OpenGov Budgeting & Planning is built with a data-first foundation that provides out-of-the-box
reporting & analysis capabilities for dashboards, managerial reporting, KPI tracking, and data
consolidation and sharing.

● Present complex information that the public, elected o�cials, departments, and
administration can understandwith at-a-glance insights and interactive dashboards

● Reduce reporting bottlenecks by freeing up your IT, finance, and other staff with centralized,
self-serve reporting

● Sharpen your focus on outcomes by establishing and tracking relevant KPIs to keep
stakeholders updated on spending, initiatives, and operations

Strengthen Public Trust with the Leading Transparency Platform
Build trust in your community by communicating initiatives and progress clearly while fostering better
engagement through integrated tools to collect feedback and sentiment.

● Communicate initiatives effortlesslywith a simple drag-and-drop web-page builder and
customizable themes that make it easy for citizens to digest key narratives

● Run public meetings, virtual councils, and budget simulations with our Virtual Town Hall �
complete with robust forms, surveys, and other tools for a compliant feedback process.

● Deliver up-to-date financial and operational data with context to keep the public informed of
progress and fiscal health

Trusted and Secure Technology
Choose our modern cloud technology to improve security, continuity, and financial controls through
leading platform infrastructure architectural best-practices.

● Fortify the security of your critical financial data bymoving to the highest protection
standards for security across physical, network, application, and AES-256 data encryption
at-rest and in-transit

● Unlike traditional hosted software, have your software scale immediately in response to
variable workloads through automated provisioning of additional compute and storage to your
requirements

● Bolster continuitywith regular hassle-free updates, multi-site backups, and robust disaster
recovery plans

Core Financials and General Ledger
The heart of OpenGov Financials is a robust general ledger system designed from the start for GAAP
multi-fund accounting and the special needs of governmental reporting under the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board. Flexible chart of accounts structure and sophisticated reporting closely
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support the need to have easily auditable records, comply with complex State regulations andmeet
the specificmanagement needs of Cities, Counties, Schools and Special Districts.

Core subsystems bundled with the general ledger provide fully integrated accounts payables,
accounts receivables, cash receipting (including citation payments), fixed assets, purchasing, and
purchasing card management. Advanced features include account level authorization, data masking,
journal import, and purchasing workflow. Document management power includes scanning,
uploading, and archiving in all modules.

Highly Secure Environment for Users and Data
OpenGov Financials manages user access down to the screen level in each application. With the
creation of security groups, the administrator can assign multiple people similar access through a
simple process. Users can also be assigned to multiple groups to allow for cross-support between
departments, giving the administrator an unlimited number of security scenarios.

Pre-built, default security groups, simple "inquiry" access setup, and integrated general ledger
(account) security simplify management. The ability to custom tailor group access, integration with all
aspects of OpenGov Financials and encrypted login information provide complete control.

Flexible Accounting Options to Meet the Needs of Government
Enhance your power with the additional Payroll/HR and Utility Billing modules. These options are fully
integrated with Core Financials for a familiar user experience. Both offer advanced features designed
to improve e�ciency for these key governmental processes.

Core Financials
End-to-end accounting software for local government

Financial Management and General Ledger
With the complete integration of all OpenGov Financials modules into the General Ledger, all your
financial data is accurately and e�ciently captured from the source without further manual entry.
Interfaces are available to import journal entry data frommany non-OpenGov Financials applications,
further reducing manual data entry.
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Flexible Inquiries - Easy and quick reporting

Additional Features
● Document scanning, uploading, and archiving
● Unlimited history is available online
● Ability to perform additional period processing
● Flexible fiscal year processing.
● Ability to implement Pooled (consolidated) cash or Due to/Due from accounting
● Cash Management

Accounts Payable & Encumbrance Accounting
Accounts Payable package provides payment functions for all invoices. Full integration with the other
OpenGov solutions allows for payments of such things as deposit refunds in Utility Billing. Budgets are
checked in "real-time" as invoices are entered. Encumbrance accounting is supported in accounts
payable.

● Document scanning, uploading, and archiving
● Vendor payment through ACH, electronic transfer, checks, and bank specificmethods
● Purchase Order Processing
● Integration into Purchase Orders, Requisitions, Utility Billing, and Fixed Assets
● Generation of IRS 1099's with all form types
● Positive Pay
● Quick Checks - single check generation
● Checks print on blank check stock, eliminating the need for costly pre-printed checks
● Invoice Approvals with CustomWorkflows
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View and easily enter all Accounts Payable invoices

Master Vendor List allows for transparency into the Vendor history

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivables allow your entity to bill for all services (other than utility billing). With integration
into the General Ledger, payments are easily accounted for.

● Email Billing
● Online Payment System
● Late Notices Through Mail or Email
● Document Scanning, Uploading, or Archiving
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Easily access all Customers and their historical data from the Master Customer List

Customer record includes transparency into the customer billing and payment history

Fixed Assets
Fixed Assets provide for the physical and financial tracking of all physical assets. Assets can be
automatically placed into the records immediately after purchase through the direct integration with
Accounts Payable. These assets can be depreciated with standard methods including "straight line"
and "sum of the year's digit." Both capitalized and non-capitalized physical assets can be inventoried
with Fixed Assets.
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● Calculate depreciation based on built-in IRS formulas and tables to meet GASB34
requirements

● Printing scan-able barcode labels to expedite asset inventory
● Execute transfers and disposals, produce gain/loss, and track transfer activity for the life of

the asset
● Document scanning, uploading, and archiving
● Interface with handheld asset inventory devices

Fixed Assets will manage both Capital and Non-Capital Assets

Purchase Cards
Purchase Cards has the ability to interface with all major credit card companies and any bank, allowing
a full range of paperless purchasing, purchase card transactions, and purchasing management. Fully
integrated with fixed assets, accounts payable and purchase orders.

● Make purchases without the need for handling
individual invoices

● Using the transaction data from the financial
institution, each credit card transaction is
directly imported

● Expenses are updated in Accounts Payable
without the need to re enter each invoice

● Flexible approval process
● Document scanning or upload receipts allows

you to process each transaction paperlessly

Bank Reconciliation
Solution designed to handle a
broad set of use cases,
including manual and
automatic transaction
matching and batch splitting
for larger transaction sets.
Step-by-step workflows
allow for a more easy and
seamless process.
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Requisitions
Requisitions allows the user to request the purchase of an item or service. With integration to
Accounts Payable and a sophisticated approval process, the approved requisition seamlessly
becomes a purchase order to be processed along with an invoice. Nomanual data entry is required to
transform the requisition to a purchase order.

● Automatic email status notifications
● Multi-level approval process
● Customizable approval amounts

User Security
Giving users access to the features they need while controlling which modules they can access is an
important part of any enterprise software solution. With OpenGov Financials you have the ability to
control user access down to the screen level of each application. With the creation of security groups,
the software administrator is able to assign multiple people similar access through a simple process.
Users can also be assigned to multiple groups to allow for cross-support between departments, giving
the administrator an unlimited number of security scenarios.

● Pre-built, default security groups
● Simple "inquiry" access setup
● Integrated General Ledger (account) security
● Ability to custom tailor group access
● Integrated with all aspects of OpenGov Financials
● Encrypted login information
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Utility Billing
Enable billing for any utility, fully customizable to your billing needs.

Utility Billing
Combining simplicity and flexibility, Utility Billing provides the ability to bill any type of metered or
unmetered service.

● Text notifications to show billing amounts, online payment site links, cutoff and general
notices

● Work orders can be produced and sent over email or printed
● Full Cash Receipts integration, allowing for payments to be instantly applied to customer

accounts
● Email or print bills, late notices, and cutoff notices
● Billing export for major bill printing companies
● Online payment integration
● Interfaces to many of the popular meter companies to allow the import of meter reads
● Document scanning, uploading, and archiving
● With our respected partners, you can setup either IVR or Kiosk to receive payments that are

instantly applied to a customer's account

Utility Billing allows transparency into the customer, the address and themeter activity
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Online Bill Payment
Online Bill Payment allows utility users to make payments in a fully PCI compliant manner. Payments
are immediately applied to the customer account and can be viewed by the customers and utility
billing employees. Customers are also able to view their bill, make changes to their contact
information, and look at their water trends.

Additional Features:

● Direct integration to Utility Billing
● Online ACH signup
● Online Credit Card auto-draft signup
● 2-year graphical usage history
● View bills in PDF format
● Sign up for e-bills instead of paper bills
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OpenGov Budgeting & Planning
Modernize your budget and align spending to strategic outcomes.

Manage an Accurate, Outcome-Focused Budget Process
Streamline and unify your end-to-end budgeting process, seamlessly tie budget dollars to key
organizational initiatives, and draw actionable insights that maximize performance outcomes. Then,
through Reporting & Transparency, add a narrative to your results and share internally and externally
for better collaboration.

“OpenGov helps us bring it all together, it enables us to both: 1)
create a better, more collaborative budget, one that deploys
resources more e�ciently across departments; and 2) demonstrate
to the public, Council, and our bond ratings agency the impact of
savings and investments for our city.”

Bob DaSilva
Mayor | City of East Providence, RI
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Collaborate More Effectively. Collaborate across departments by sending
and receiving budget proposals, tracking performance on strategic
objectives, commenting on key reports, and tying strategic priorities to
outcomes.

Build an Award-Winning Budget Book. Take your budget book online to
transparently share with local residents and internal departments, all within
a GFOA-approved format to create an award-winning budget document.

Organize your Capital Planning. Streamline project submission,
effectively align your capital planning to strategic priorities, forecast the full
cost of long-term capital expenditures, track performance, and keep the
public informed along the way.

Accurate and Automated Workforce Planning. Model and forecast the
full burdened cost of your workforce plan with the industry's most
comprehensive workforce planning solution. Treat your largest cost driver
with themodern technology it deserves.

Build Trust Through Transparency. Build trust with constituents by
communicating initiatives and progress clearly while fostering better
engagement with best-in-class transparency solutions. From budget
simulations and virtual council meetings to internal dashboards and
public-facing web pages, when it comes to engaging with the public we've
got you covered. It's how we got our name, and nobody does it better.

Budgeting & Planning Use Cases

● Collaborative Budgeting
● Capital Planning
● Online Budget Book Publication
● Workforce Calculations
● Budgetary Reporting

● Financial Projections
● Operating Budgets
● Scenario Analysis
● Strategic Initiative Reporting
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Full-Featured Public Sector Budgeting
Maximize end-to-end effectiveness for your budget and planning cycle, from near-term forecast
adjustments to long-range capital initiatives.

● Collaborative, Automated Operating Budgets: Liberate your budgeting from disparate
spreadsheets with a unified process that seamlessly ties spending to desired outcomes

● Workforce Planning: Simplify planning for your most complex and important asset — your
people – with scenario analysis, advanced calculations, and integrated budget requests

● Capital Planning: Forecast long-term capital expenditures, manage proposals and
evaluations, track performance, and easily keep stakeholders from various audiences
informed of progress

● Online Budget Book: Publish a fully interactive, GFOA award-winning online budget book that
makes future publications vastly more repeatable

User Home Screen includes At-a-Glance Budget Overview and Tasks

Government’s Most Collaborative Budgeting & Planning Solution
OpenGov drives e�ciency through heightened collaboration by centralizing your planning in an
intuitive online solution, delivering breakthrough communication between o�ces and departments.

● Achieve unprecedented alignment around strategic priorities that comes from a real-time,
singular source of truth

● Give your budget collaborators an easy-to-use system that reduces the back-and-forth of
traditional processes
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● Controlled collaboration is made simple through configurable administrative settings for user
access and editing ability

Key Features
Precisely calculate personnel costs through workforce planning.
Drive better salary projections, increase visibility into cost drivers, and reduce generic assumptions.
You can calculate the fully burdened labor costs of an individual or overall workforce, perform scenario
analysis to inform negotiations and budget decisions, run vacancy reporting, compare actual positions
to budgeted positions, and request new positions using accurate, updated costs.

Forecast long-term expenditures for capital planning initiatives.
Seamlessly harness the information your team needs to make educated decisions while providing a
working blueprint for sustaining and improving your community’s infrastructures. You can send and
receive capital planning proposals, adjust proposal line items, track performance on projects, and
comment on key reports. Then, easily create printable dashboards to streamline capital meetings.

Simplify online budget book publication.
Establish a framework for building your online budget book faster and more accurately, making the
process repeatable and scalable for future cycles. You can clearly communicate your agency’s
priorities all while leveraging templates designed with GFOA best-practices in mind.
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Allow the Public to Explore and Understand Your Budget

Tell the Story of your Strategic Plan

Make better decisions with centralized dashboards for everyone.
Powering OpenGov Budgeting & Planning is OpenGov Reporting & Transparency. Integrate and
synchronize your financial and non-financial data with other data sources including your ERP. When
any data point changes, all reports automatically update. You can go beyond seeing your outcomes
and truly understand the reasoning behind performance with OpenGov’s reporting feature.
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Reporting & Transparency
Centralize reporting and align data with context for internal and
external stakeholders

OpenGov Budgeting & Planning is powered by our robust Reporting & Transparency capabilities.

Built with a data-first mindset, OpenGov Budgeting & Planning includes unparalleled reporting and
transparency capabilities to drive faster, more effective decisions, and understand the public
response. OpenGov was founded on the principle that better transparency and civic service are
paramount to the future of state and local government. Trusted by hundreds of forward-thinking
customers, OpenGov Reporting & Transparency provides a seamless connection between back-o�ce
capabilities and industry-leading communication tools – transforming better civic engagement from
aspiration to reality.

Reporting & Transparency Use Cases
● Interactive budget summary
● Community surveys
● Participatory budgeting
● Performance reporting
● Stakeholder engagement

● Citizen ideas/feedback portal
● Internal project coordination
● Emergency communication
● Strategic planning
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Present complex information that all parties can understand.
Keep internal and external stakeholders updated on performance and aligned
around high-level strategic goals. Gain at-a-glance insights with interactive
dashboards, take action with customized alerts, or dive into the granular
details for deeper analysis.

Increase trust with broad community engagement.
Supplement public hearings with virtual town halls, capital project
annotations, budget simulations, and online surveys that are easy and
convenient. You can gather broader feedback from residents by reducing the
barriers of involvement.

Reduce reporting bottlenecks across your organization.
Free up your IT and Business Intelligence professionals with centralized
reporting and immediate access to necessary day-to-day data for every
department.

Achieve your communications objectives.
Put your operating and strategic plans online in a way that your constituents
can easily understand and even interact with. Tell the stories behind your data
by quickly creating, editing, and publishing content in real-time, while easily
incorporating feedback. Then, identify and analyze engagement by seeing the
number of views, unique visitors, and social sharing metrics.

Focus on performance to drive community outcomes..
Establish goals for departments, programs, or initiatives, then track relevant KPIs to keep external
stakeholders updated on spending, performance, and progress.
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Communicate clearly and increase
transparency with stakeholders.
Create and share content easily and quickly.
Use a simple, drag-and-drop page builder
to combine your data with images,
dashboards, maps, and narrative context.
Present complex information in a way that’s
easy for anyone to understand. Share via
email, social media, or through your
agency’s website.

Capture feedback online, at meetings,
or on the go.
Record feedback from residents,
colleagues, and other stakeholders at any
moment through online surveys, virtual
town halls, mobile forms, or budget
simulations.
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Additional Features

● Share the data behind the news. Visually dynamic tiles reveal the yearly, monthly
or weekly breakdowns of your underlying report through pie charts, stacked bars,
and summary tables.

● Better project planning. Fulfill public input requirements for grant applications
and collect the public response you need to for planning large-scale projects.

● Social media impact. Share your published pages on Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor,
or LinkedIn and track your story's analytics in OpenGov.

"We're an open book when it comes to city finances. You want to see the
last 10 years of expenditures? It's on our OpenGov portal."

Kristina Alfaro
Director of Administrative Services | City of Cupertino, CA

“We saved 100 hours in annual budget work by transitioning to
OpenGov Budgeting & Planning, including the publication of the
budget document.”

Walter Rossman
Deputy City Manager | City of Milpitas, CA
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Enterprise Asset Management

Assets

Knowwhat you have, where it is, and what condition it’s in

Asset Management
Create a full and comprehensive inventory of all your assets with OpenGov Asset Management,
which provides for multi-site, multi-organization andmulti-level asset tree capabilities, enabling
users to create asset hierarchy for searching, tracking, andmanaging assets across locations or
portfolios. Asset management functionality lets The City of Mineola track any asset type including
playgrounds, water mains, trees, manholes, signs, fleet, facilities and hundreds more.

All asset applications also integrate with OpenGov’s work management functionality to associate
work activities, costs, and resources. Key features include:

● Uniquely identify and quickly create any asset
● View asset hierarchy
● View floorplans of facilities and drill down to see additional detail
● Document inspection results and calculate asset conditions
● Estimate the remaining life of assets
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● View graphs of the actual and predicted performance of individual assets
● Review cost to maintain assets based on completed work
● Add and view attachments
● View asset details to see an automated total cost to maintain an asset
● Use container/component relationship to manage assets within assets
● Set up preventative maintenance schedules on assets to trigger work automatically based

on condition, time, and usage

GIS Integration
OpenGov Asset Management is a 100% GIS-centric solution. This means that OpenGov and Esri
work seamlessly together, combining your organization’s existing GIS webmaps and asset
inventories with rich operations and asset management functionality. If you have data in one
system, but not the other, the integration will fill your missing pieces.

Esri has developed a set of partner specialties to help their users find the best software and
service providers to fit their needs. OpenGov has given GIS-centric specialties and designations
that are highly sought-after in our customer database.
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OpenGov’s Esri
Specialty…

…and Its Benefit to Mineola, TX

OpenGov Asset Management works as seamlessly with ArcGIS Online
as it does with ArcGIS Enterprise, shown by our experience and track
record with existing users.

With 25+ years of experience working with government customers on
asset management, work management, and overall infrastructure
operations, we have the expertise to develop, configure, and implement
ArcGIS-friendly solutions. OpenGov combines domain experience and
intimate ArcGIS system knowledge to set up The City of Mineola, TX for
success.

OpenGov’s solutions are built to manage every infrastructure asset:
indoors, outdoors, above, and below ground. Our suite of tools and
expertise will help Mineola, TX get more effective, e�cient, and
productive results from their public works operations efforts.

We update our solution on all new releases within the ArcGIS system,
so Mineola, TX will not need to wait on OpenGov before upgrading their
enterprise ArcGIS to the latest offerings.

The ArcGIS Marketplace features products and services that embed
and extend the capabilities of ArcGIS in a million different ways.
OpenGov offers a range of infrastructure management solutions that
empower Mineola, TX to domore with their maps and GIS data.

“Partners like OpenGov are critical to providing deep, effective solutions for customers. They extend Esri’s
powerful platform technology to deliver valuable andmeaningful business solutions. We are pleased to
play a key role in extending OpenGov’s robust ‘under the roof’ offerings to provide a truly comprehensive

solution for infrastructure owners.” - Robert Laudati, director, Global Alliances and Partners, Esri
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Work

Create, assign, and track tasks from anywhere with a truly mobile
workforce

Work Management
OpenGov’s Work Management functionality lets you reduce paperwork and optimize howwork is
completed. Using the OpenGov Asset Management mobile app, workers can see assigned tasks for
the day and new tasks in real time on an Esri map. All materials, resources, and labor hours related
to a task are all done right in the app. Less time spent on paperwork gives teamsmore
opportunities to work on other important projects.

Some of those projects might be preventative maintenance plans, all of which can be automated
based on periodic increments to ensure all your equipment is in top condition.

Not only will your assets stay in great condition longer, but everyone using the equipment you
manage will be safer and happier. With all records noting install and repair dates, the solution
provides Mineola Public Works with added protection and peace of mind knowing exactly how their
work is making a difference. Plus, this work can be viewed at different levels in a calendar view to
see what upcoming work days and weeks look like if other work comes up or if weather delays one
of your projects.

OpenGovWork Management View of All Work on a Facility
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Task Tracking
OpenGov Asset Management can assign and track projects and tasks, associate general ledger
accounts to specific tasks or projects and track activities as project milestones are reached. Using
the OpenGov Mobile App, workers can see assigned tasks for the day and new tasks in real time on
an Esri map. All materials, resources, and labor hours related to a task are all done right in the app.
Our reporting dashboard includes charts and graphs that can track task completion.

PaperlessWork Orders
OpenGov Asset Management is a mobile-enabled solution that allows public works staff to spend
less time filling out paperwork andmore time doing the work that matters. Our software solution
replaces paper maps and work orders with a mobile solution that works when you are connected
and when you are o�ine.

Preventative Maintenance Plans
OpenGov Asset Management can create andmanage scheduled or recurring preventative
maintenance plans. Mineola Public Works canmanage inspections and automatically generate
work orders when inspection results fall outside established ranges. Preventative maintenance
work can be automatically created by the system based on time, condition, usage triggers, or any
combination, thereof. When created, these preventative maintenance tasks can automatically be
assigned to amanager or reassigned to a staff member.

Here are some ways our customers are using OpenGov Asset Management for preventive
maintenance:

● Streets Maintenance: “Our budget doesn’t get cut. The reason it doesn’t get cut is because
our council has a lot of confidence in the numbers. Council understands we can’t have
brand-new streets covering the city, but they also understand the value of keeping our
streets in good condition to savemoney
down the road.” - City of West Des Moines,
IA

● Pavement Management: “OpenGov has
helped completely change themindset on
where we need to be investing our money in
the City. We’re no longer guessing–we’re
making educated decisions.” - City of
Helotes, TX

OpenGov Asset Management Mobile App
OpenGov provides options for mobile access and is
platform-agnostic, functional with both iOS and
Android devices. Field staff can experience the full
app interface with a smartphone or tablet. When
using a device with GPS capabilities, users can
identify their current location on themap and
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leverage that information to accomplish tasks such as creating assets or identifying nearby work.
All mobile devices can be used in a real-time, always-connected state with an internet connection.
An o�ine option is also available in the event service is di�cult to maintain (all work performed will
be synced once a connection is reestablished). A user can view, complete, and create new tasks
and also enter labor, equipment, materials, and other resources while completing work.

Themobile app is designed to ensure that “in the field” use is accounted for through touch-friendly
interfaces, high visibility forms and UI elements, leveraging hardware-specific capabilities, such as
voice-to-text, GPS, camera, file attachments, barcode scanner, and other accessibility features of
the selectedmobile device.

Request Management
OpenGov can accept requests frommultiple sources and can intake both internal
and external requests. Internal requests can be submitted through an internal
request portal which provides access to any City of Mineola staff even if not an

OpenGov user.

Staff can create new requests to address incoming phone calls under the Request section of
OpenGov Asset Management. When documenting a new call, staff can review caller history as well
as the location and details of similar requests. Instead of creating duplicate requests, staff can add
new requesters to existing issues in one click. Requests can be completed (or routed) through a
work order to completion.

Incoming requests are routed to the Request section of OpenGov Asset Management. Staff can
review the requests, assign work to them, and the request can be tracked through completion.
Notifications can be set to automatically notify requesters when a request has been received and
completed. You can filter notifications to reflect desired information such as high-priority requests
or work.

OpenGov Request Management view of a climate control request related to an HVAC system in a facility
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Resources

Estimate, assign, and track labor, equipment, materials and vendors.

Resource Management
Resource Management functionality allows Mineola Public Works to manage labor, equipment,
materials, and vendor information. You can track attribute, rate, and historical information for each
and apply these resources to work activities for accurate cost accounting. Key features include:

● Track quantity-on-hand automatically decremented based onmaterials used.
System-generated notifications remind staff when amaterial has hit its user-defined
reorder point

● Specify inventory method (LIFO, FIFO, Least Expensive, or Most Expensive)
● Track employee history including certifications, training, and other key events
● Manage equipment like other assets – including preventative maintenance schedules and

current equipment condition

OpenGov Resource Manager view of materials with a high-level detail view of trash bags on hand

Fleet Management
Vehicles and equipment are resources. They are also assets. They need the same regular
maintenance andmanagement as your other municipal assets. OpenGov designed a smarter, easier
way for you to manage them. Fleet Management is a core feature of EAM, and it introduces fleet
managers andmaintenance crews to methods of managing andmaintaining vehicles and
equipment. Use the Fleet Management features to create maintenance schedules, implement
recurring maintenance tasks, gauge vehicle and equipment performance, and plan for future
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repairs and replacements. Track attributes such as manufacturer and warranty information, fuel
type, and purchase costs.

OpenGov also integrates with fuel management systems. This type of integration allows fuel logs to
be automatically imported into OpenGov Asset Management. When Preventative Maintenance is set
up in conjunction with the fuel integration, OpenGov can automatically create work based on the
usage (mileage) of the vehicle.

Fleet/Equipment: Costs to date information from amechanic and usage perspective along with the ribbon
at the top of the screen, along with current Fuel Log entries indicating current MPG (miles per gallon).

Analytics & Reporting

Create custom dashboards and reports. Budget and plan for the future.

Dashboard for Ease of SystemNavigation
High-performance teams don’t just
capture good data; they analyze that
data and use it to guide their decisions.
Enter the Analytics Dashboard in
OpenGov. Use this one-stop-shop to get
quick access to the data you care about
most, andmake smarter decisions
throughout your workday. The Analytics
Dashboard is built your way–you choose
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the data you want to see and customize how you want to see it.

Track things like:
● Where is each department spending its money?
● Howmany of our tasks are reactive vs. proactive?
● Are wemeeting our goal of completing 90% of gra�ti removal requests within 72 hours?
● What are the top service requests from citizens by council district?
● Howmany overdue tasks do we currently have?

Our Analytics Dashboard is easy to use and customizable by role. Select from a variety of pre-built
gadgets to start monitoring performance and evaluating success. Or, create your own gadget with
just a few clicks. Select your chart style
and the data points you want to see,
then preview and save. Groupmultiple
sets of data at the same time in a single
bar or column chart. Quickly visualize
data over time based onmonths,
quarters, and years. Investigate and dig
deeper into your metrics without ever
leaving your dashboard with drill-down
and robust search capabilities.

Instead of running reports to see certain data points, create a gadget to display the data in
real-time. Easily export the data from your gadget or save the image to share in a presentation.

The Analytics Dashboard includes several default gadgets, including:
● Overdue Tasks by Department
● Hours Logged Today by Team
● Average Cost Per Activity
● Open Requests More than OneWeek Old

ArcGIS Dashboard Integration
Integrating OpenGov Asset Management with ArcGIS dashboards not only provides benefits for
internal decision-making and budget planning but also enhances transparency for citizens. By
making data accessible through interactive dashboards, citizens can see the current status of
assets and infrastructure in their community, as well as the plannedmaintenance or improvement
projects. This increased transparency allows citizens to have a better understanding of how their
tax dollars are being spent and provides themwith the opportunity to provide feedback or input on
projects that affect their daily lives. Ultimately, this increased transparency can lead to improved
trust between citizens and their local government.
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Platform

Cloud-Hosted Deployment
Our solution is deployed as a hosted (cloud-based) solution for the City of Mineola in a secure,
hosted environment through AWS, which offers the highest level of cloud security and encryption,
and is only available to government customers and organizations in highly regulated industries.
OpenGov will manage your database, administration, maintenance, and new releases and hotfixes
for the City of Mineola. With a hosted solution, the City of Mineola will always have its data securely
stored and available in the event of a firewall breach, act of God, or other unique situations which
render the City of Mineola’s other systems temporarily unavailable. Other benefits of cloud-hosted
deployment include:

● Technical support time savings
● Seamless upgrade path
● Version control
● Monitoring capabilities
● Customer resource allocation
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Solution Domains
OpenGov’s out-of-the-box request, work, asset, and resourcemanagement come standard for all of
our domains listed in the following pages. Each domain comes with pre-built asset types,
functionality, and reporting specific to areas like water treatment or transportation.

Based on your functional requirements for Public Works, Utilities, Parks & Rec, and Fire/ PD, we are
recommending the following domains for the City of Mineola. More details are provided on the
following pages.

Facilities

Cartegraph’s Facility Domain expertise allows users to:
● Proactively maintain their buildings with preventative maintenance plans, dashboards of

facility and asset performance, and proactive upgrade and repair planning.
● Reduce operations expenses with e�cient workflows, communications, and asset views.
● Leverage container/component relationships to view rolled-up costs and condition data all

in one place.

Cartegraph container summary view of a facility with all tasks and related costs.
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“Having a centralized view of our buildings dramatically improves
communications and decision support.”

Beaufort County School District, SC

Parks and Recreation

Cartegraph’s Parks & Recreation Domain allows users to:
● Track their entire park infrastructure to extend the lifespan of all your assets with things

like mobile playground inspections to save time and know the real condition of assets.
● Manage their workforce to know the time it takes to keep their areas beautiful and safe.
● Justify budget needs with all cost and repair history with real-time updates and reporting.

Cartegraph Park Container/Component View detailing all assets in a park. A high-level asset detail view of a
playground is shown on themap with the Overall Condition Index (OCI) data below it.
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“With Cartegraph’s asset management software, we can communicate with
our teams in real-time. Anyone within our work group can see the progress
of projects, make requests, and share information.”

City of Arlington, TX

Signals

Cartegraph’s Signals Domain expertise allows users to:
● Track your operation andmaintenance expenses on some of your most expensive

infrastructure assets
● Eliminate paper maps and work orders with a mobile solution that works when you are

connected and when you are o�ine
● Build preventative maintenance plans custom to your tra�c assets to extend their lifecycle,

increase safety, and lower taxpayer costs

Signals Domain Assets shown on a light gray canvas detailing a high-level view of a preemption asset
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Stormwater

Cartegraph’s Stormwater domain expertise allows users to:
● Maintain NPDES compliance with inspection andmaintenance history all in the cloud
● Easily and quickly generate compliance reports and view infrastructure costs
● Enable webhooks to clean out culverts and other assets when heavy rain is expected in your

area or set up automated inspection schedules to be ready nomatter the forecast

Stormwater assets on a topographic map showing OCI and a high-level detail view of a storm pipe asset

“We are now at a point that we not only know where our culverts are
located, but also what condition they are in and what repairs are
needed. This data is invaluable in moving toward developing our levels
of service and proactively managing our culverts.”

Multnomah County, OR
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Transportation

Cartegraph’s Transportation domain expertise allows users to:

● Reduce the potholes and repairs needed with advanced insight on preventative
maintenance schedules and PCI compliance information

● Work o�ine or on with Cartegraph’s mobile application to upload documents, complete
tasks, and inspect signs

● Justify their budget requests to show stakeholders exactly where, when, and why the funds
they are requesting help positively impact a heavily relied upon domain

All transportation assets with a high-level view of a pavement asset showing its total cost to date and remaining
expected life on top of an Esri tra�c cameras map
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Walkability

Cartegraph’s Walkability Domain expertise allows users to:
● Ditch their paperwork with mobile inspections, tasks, and asset information. Saving lost

information and showing real-time costs and work completed
● Improve accessibility by building data-driven accessibility plans, to upgrade, repair, and

maintain their walkability network
● Reduce risk and liability by knowing exactly when repairs and inspections were completed

Asset Management View of all Walkability Assets with a high-level detailed view of a sidewalk asset, showing its
total cost to date and remaining expected life on top of a standard Esri basemap
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Wastewater Collection

Cartegraph’s Wastewater Collection domain expertise allows users to:
● Proactively inspect sewers using attached CCTV footage with automated follow-up tasks in

Cartegraph to avoid overflows and breaks.
● Work from anywhere with an easy-to-use in the field mobile app for iOS and Android to

quickly create, track, and complete work, all in the field.
● Integrate other vital systems like sewer utility billing, fueling systems, andmore.

Cartegraph View of sewer mains, laterals, and properties on top of an Esri soils basemap
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Water Distribution

Cartegraph’s Water Distribution domain expertise allows users to:
● Save costs using Cartegraph’s built-in automated preventative maintenance schedules

based on custom asset life cycles based on the unique wear and tear water has on assets.
● Keep their communities safe with accurate condition information for every part of their

water network.
● Quickly generate compliance reports for local, state, and federal laws saving time.

Work Management Task view of water hydrant flush tasks with a high-level asset detail view of a hydrant

“We use Cartegraph to mitigate the risk of water mismanagement: avoiding
unhappy customers and unhealthy conditions.”

City of Kingsport, TN
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Water Treatment

Cartegraph’s Water Treatment Plant Domain expertise allows users to:
● Track all the resources and labor for every repair or maintenance task done to help

budgeting for future improvements with confidence
● Build data-driven operations with the container-component relationship to monitor costs

and conditions in a building-by-building view
● Easily show compliance and reporting year after year with live dashboards and fast in

application reporting, saving them time to work on other projects

Water Treatment Plant Asset View showing the layered assets inside of a plant with a high-level detail view of an
electrical pump asset showing its condition, costs, and other high-level information immediately
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Wastewater Treatment

Cartegraph’s Wastewater Treatment Domain expertise allows users to:
● Meet and easily monitor NPDES, CWA, and other compliance requirements with quick

reporting and live dashboards all in Cartegraph
● Capture, track, and update data anywhere with the Cartegraph’s mobile capabilities

whether you are underground without service or outdoors field
● Integrate with practically any software from SCADA to facility and finance solutions to have

all your data in one place for making budget-saving decisions

Asset view ofWastewater Treatment Plant Assets, a detailed high-level view of a primary clarifier

“Long term, tracking and understanding the costs associated with the
labor for each asset will lead us to do what we really want - which is
preventative maintenance instead of reactive maintenance.”

Town of Castle Rock, CO
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OpenGov Permitting & Licensing
Power every permit, license, and inspection with user-friendly
workflows.

Process and Track Permits with Unparalleled Ease
An all-in-one community development suite for permitting, licensing, inspections, and code
enforcement.

● OpenGov Permitting & Licensing gives you the power to manage all of your permitting and
licensing operations without messy spreadsheets or cumbersome software.

● With drag-and-drop technology to build workflows, fees, forms, and inspections, you have
complete control over the entire process.

● With powerful customer service tools, you can empower applicants to conduct government
business from the convenience of their home or o�ce.

Process
Route, approve, and issue permits electronically up to 5x faster than legacy
systems.

Serve
Let applicants apply, pay for, track, and receive their permits or licenses online.

Inspect
Manage schedules, access data, and conduct inspections in the field.

Renew
Automate license renewals, track high-level progress, and enable online renewals.

User-Friendly Design
OpenGov Permitting & Licensing is the industry’s most user-friendly workflow automation platform,
designed to improve the applicant experience and streamline everyday tasks for government
employees. Featuring an out-of-the-box public portal, Permitting & Licensing enables online self
service by guiding applicants step-by-step through the process.

● Reduce counter time by enabling applicants to easily research, apply, pay for, and receive
permits and licenses online with a user-friendly public portal.
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● Deliver better customer servicewith in-appmessaging, and empower applicants to easily
manage their projects online with features like status notifications, saved drafts, and
payment records.

● Empower your team towork and collaborate on a whole new level,with modern features
like the personalized notifications inbox, visual progress bars, tag mentions, andmore.

Flexible, Dynamic Configuration for Easier Implementation & Maintenance
Featuring drag-and-drop technology, Permitting & Licensing is a highly configurable workflow
engine ready for any application type, from building permits to code enforcement violations to
grant applications. Update approval steps, fees, inspections, documents, andmore with the click
of a mouse, all while maintaining centralized reporting and granular security controls.

● See a faster ROIwith customizable templates and ‘no-code’ configuration to streamline
implementation and future updates.

● Consolidate and organize business processes to improve the applicant experience and
increase e�ciency.

● Automatically identify specific project conditions, locations, or applicants for special
approval steps.

Seamless Automation for Community DevelopmentWorkflows
In comparison to online PDFs or legacy systems with disjointed parts, Permitting & Licensing
provides true automation for community development workflows. Applicants submit forms through
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an intuitive public portal, which are then automatically routed through predetermined approval
steps based on the application type and project data. Streamline complex projects and
multi-department approvals for maximum e�ciency.

● Provide a complete self-service option for public applicants, including online inspections
requests, to cut down on calls and counter service time by up to 80%.

● Eliminate the need for manual data entry and reallocate staff hours to higher priority
tasks.

● Increase capacity and decrease processing timeswith industry-leading workflow
automation features like parallel approval steps and auto-assigned tasks.

One Solution to Power Every Permitting and Licensing Workflow

Key Features
Streamlinemulti-department workflows through process automation
Every record has a workflowwhere post-submission activity is recorded. Let each submission flow
electronically from intake through departmental reviews, automatically assigning steps to the next
available employee. Ensure that no permit is ever issued before all required approvals are
complete.
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Location & GIS Flag Integration
OpenGov will display map based information from your City's GIS maps. By pulling in inherent data
points or “flags” from your GIS System, you can automatically determine whether a location
conforms to specified ordinances by triggering workflow steps, reviews, and notification.
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Simplify inspection scheduling and site visits via inspectionmanagement
When it’s time for an inspection, let applicants request dates online. Assign inspectors manually, or
automatically. Save time during the inspection by recording results digitally from the OpenGov
Permitting & Licensing Mobile App onsite. They’ll be immediately available within the platform, for
staff and applicants.

Completely automate license renewals
Streamline the license renewal process to support improved compliance and internal e�ciency. In
a few easy steps, completely automate license renewals by type and renewal period, so staff
members can focus on higher priority tasks.
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Reporting & Transparency
Centralize reporting, share data with context, and engage with your
communities in a collaborative environment

Permitting & Licensing is powered by our robust Reporting & Transparency capabilities. Built with
a data-first mindset, OpenGov’s Reporting & Transparency powers Permitting & Licensing with
unparalleled reporting and transparency capabilities to drive faster, more effective decisions, and
understand the public response. OpenGov was founded on the principle that better transparency
and civic service are paramount to the future of state and local government. Trusted by hundreds
of forward-thinking customers, the Reporting & Transparency Platform provides a seamless
connection between back-o�ce capabilities and industry-leading communication tools –
transforming better civic engagement from aspiration to reality.

Build trust and transparency with your community on the topics that matter by presenting complex
financial information and [community development] performance data in a simple way with
appropriate context. OpenGov Reporting & Transparency helps local leaders reduce the need for
FOIA and common data requests, eliminate misinformation, and repair mistrust by enabling
informed residents.

Reporting & Transparency Use Cases
● Interactive Stories
● Satisfactory survey
● Performance reporting
● KPI Tracking

● Citizen ideas/feedback portal
● Internal project coordination
● Emergency communication
● Strategic planning
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Broaden citizen engagement
Supplement public hearings with virtual town halls, budget simulations, and
online surveys that are easy and convenient. You can gather broader feedback
from residents by reducing the barriers of involvement.

Reduce reporting bottlenecks across your organization
Free up your IT and Business Intelligence professionals with centralized
reporting and immediate access to necessary day-to-day data for every
department.

Achieve your communications objectives.
Put your operating and strategic plans online in a way that your constituents
can easily understand and even interact with. Tell the stories behind your data
by quickly creating, editing, and publishing content in real-time, while easily
incorporating feedback. Then, identify and analyze engagement by seeing the
number of views, unique visitors, and social sharing metrics.

Focus on Key Initiatives

Establish goals for departments, programs, or initiatives, then track relevant
KPIs to keep external stakeholders updated on spending, performance, and
progress.

Communicate clearly and increase transparency with stakeholders.
Create and share content easily and quickly. Use a simple, drag-and-drop page builder to combine
your data with images, dashboards, maps, and narrative context. Present complex information in a
way that’s easy for anyone to understand. Share via email, social media, or through your agency’s
website.
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Capture feedback online, at meetings, or on the go.
Record feedback from residents, colleagues, and other stakeholders at any moment through online
surveys, virtual town halls, mobile forms, or budget simulations.
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Additional Features

● Share the data behind the news. Visually dynamic tiles reveal the yearly, monthly or
weekly breakdowns of your underlying report through pie charts, stacked bars, and
summary tables.

● Better project planning. Fulfill public input requirements for grant applications and
collect the public response you need to for planning large-scale projects.

● Social media impact. Share your published pages on Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor, or
LinkedIn and track your story's analytics in OpenGov.

“We really wanted our approach to be a bottom up approach…We
really wanted our citizens to give us the input about where they
wanted the City go and where they wanted to see growth in the City.
If we had that community buy in, we knewwe could attract the
developers that we wanted.”

Kyle Clifton
Director of Planning and Development | City of Claremore, OK
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Qualifications & Experience
The OpenGov Team has over 500 years of combined Government experience. Check out just a few
of our star players, and their specific experience in the public sector below…
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Security & Reliability
Physical and Environmental
The OpenGov Cloud platform is currently provisioned in the US East (Northern
Virginia) Region of AWS. OpenGov has purposefully built geo-isolation between its
production and pre-production (e.g. dev/test) environments. Our pre-production
environments are provisioned in the USWest (Oregon) Region of AWS.

Scale
OpenGov’s applications and infrastructure are designed to scale quickly and
automatically in response to workloads, allowing us to provide a steady and
predictable performance to our customers. OpenGov can simply provision additional
computing and storage based on the requirements of our customers.

Monitoring and Alerting
OpenGov assures reliable operation of its platform and applications using a tightly
integrated suite of industry-standard monitoring and alerting services (e.g. for
availability, performance, security, logging, and metrics). These services are
supported by optimized processes and expert operational teams that are available
24x7.

Data Protection
OpenGov supports HTTPS using Transport Layer Security (TLS), an IETF standard
cryptographic protocol, to provide end-to-end communications security for data
that is fed to our platform. TLS is widely used for “encryption-in-transit” scenarios in
internet communications and online transactions (e.g. by financial institutions).

Data stored in the OpenGov platform is encrypted “at rest” in the databases and storage using
AES-256 (Advanced Encryption Standard with 256-bit keys). The use of AES is approved by NIST in
its FIPS 197 publication. OpenGov Budgeting & Planning’s databases are customer-specific,
allowing for complete isolation and protection of data between clients.

Application Protection
Application services and databases are configured to run in elastic containers with
strict resource limits that prevent an unexpected or malicious activity in one
service from affecting others. A minimum number of replicas of each service is
deployed for high availability, and service replicas will automatically increase with
high tra�c tomaintain fast performance.

OpenGov uses Continuous Integration (CI) and an industry-leading vulnerability analysis service to
continuously and automatically scan its applications for vulnerabilities at every stage of their
lifecycle, especially during pre-production. All code repositories are continuously scanned for
known defects and vulnerabilities.
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Host Protection
Remote access to OpenGov’s production cluster is strictly limited to OpenGov’s
Engineering personnel. OpenGov Budgeting & Planning uses Cloudflare, an
industry-leading web application firewall, to actively defend our applications
against malicious tra�c. Additionally, we partner with a managed security service
provider for 24/7 intrusion detection, monitoring, and alerting. We continuously

scan our environment for vulnerabilities and use cutting-edge security tools aligned with
regulatory, compliance, and industry best practice models to alert us to any anomalous activity.

Authentication and Authorization
OpenGov offers Single Sign-On (SSO) and platform-local authentication mechanisms to
its customers. In the latter scenario, OpenGov leverages an industry-leading security
platform for authentication. The Budgeting & Planning suite uses Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) to authorize authenticated users to access and manipulate subsets of
application data.

Service Maintenance and Upgrade
OpenGov’s multi-tenant SaaS cloud environment means that customers get
software releases and updates at the same time with their community-specific
configurations protected. Micro-releases are done regularly and major new
features are rolled out quarterly, providing advance notice and enablement for our
communities to maximize the value they drive from new enhancements. OpenGov

platform updates are hassle-free and transparent to our customers.

Organizational
OpenGov’s policies and procedures are based on NIST 800-53 recommended
controls. All OpenGov personnel are required to go through purpose-built
information security and data privacy training upon joining and at least once yearly.
Even though security is treated as a shared cross-functional responsibility, a
dedicated operational team under the supervision of an Information System
Security O�cer oversees the entire security and compliance program at OpenGov.
Additionally, OpenGov’s Budgeting & Planning suite is SOC 2 compliant.
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Awards & Credentials
As mentioned above, OpenGov employees have over 500 years of collective government
employment experience, and many of our key personnel are members of government-focused
organizations like GFOA and ICMA. OpenGov has consistently appeared on the GovTech 100 list for
several years, was named to the 2021 Top Workplaces USA and most recently was named to the
Forbes 2022 list of America's Best Startup Employers. We focus our hiring on top-tier talent pools
for individuals with proven track records in government and/or the government technology SaaS
industry.

Company History
After witnessing the City of Palo Alto spend over $10 million on an ERP system that was delivered on
20 discs and had green screens, OpenGov’s founders learned that governments across the country
were similarly hamstrung by outdated technology. The public sector has been underserved by its
vendors for decades, while the digital era has transformed consumer experiences and private
sector organizations.

State and local governments deserve access to modern cloud software suited for their increasingly
complex needs. Citizens deserve to know that their tax dollars are being spent by effective and
accountable organizations. Our public sector leaders deserve to be supported by companies who
act as true partners. In order to address these needs, OpenGov was born in 2012.

Today we have over 2,200 government customers using our cloud-based suites. Below are the
stories of just a few of our customers who have adopted OpenGov Permitting & Licensing to
transform their communities...
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Professional Services Overview
WeAre Here to Support You
Your success as a customer is OpenGov’s top priority. We recognize the challenge of adding a new
software implementation project to your already full-to-the-brim schedule. We’ve invested heavily
in the key drivers of your agency’s success so you can maximize the impact of your OpenGov
software and arm you with insight, expertise, and industry-leading best practices.

Experience
Our team of over 150 Professional Services experts have delivered over 2,200
successful projects - we have the experience to make your implementation a success.

Expertise
OpenGov shares your mission of effective government – and deploys over 500+ years of
previous public sector experience for your success.

Fully-Supported
No matter the expertise your project needs, our team of professionals are here to partner
with you on even themost complex projects.

OpenGov Deployment Methodology
Our data-first deployment methodology is based on strategies that reduce your time to value, keep
the project in motion and promote the leadership of you and your teams. To effectively deploy
these strategies and keep the focus on outcomes, project progression, and your enablement, our
methodology follows five key focus areas.

When you get OpenGov Professional Services, you get confidence in every step of your project. Our
team’s best practices ensure alignment, support, and documentation to build the foundation of a
successful implementation and a software used in years to come. The OpenGov Deployment
methodology prepares and enables your team for continued ownership of your OpenGov solution,
made possible without dependency on IT or coding knowledge and with continued award-winning
OpenGov Support.
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Delivering Success During and After the Project
We recognize the challenge of adding a new software implementation project to your already full
schedule. To ensure you derive the full value from OpenGov, we’ve researched and invested heavily
in the key drivers of our projects’ success. For each of those key drivers, from project management
to technical problem solving to change management, we have team members with the
corresponding expertise at the ready to support. Depending on your project’s needs, you will have
complete coverage and support to make the most from your OpenGov software during your
implementation and beyond.
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OpenGov Deployment Principles
Every implementation is based on our core principles and philosophy. OpenGov deploys all suites
and solutions in alignment with these principles.
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OpenGov Support Overview
Every OpenGov customer has the benefit of OpenGov Standard Support. Standard Support provides
a host of options, from a 24/7 Resource Center with documentation and case access to live
business day phone support. Our support processes are designed to support you throughout your
journey with OpenGov.

We have three main components to our philosophy for ensuring every customer is successful and

happy:

Access to our team of Government Solution Experts: This team, composed of
former government finance directors, chief information o�cers, budget and
performance analysts, and others, provides insight and expertise, best
practices, and context to the people that use OpenGov’s suites driving
e�ciency and outcomes for your agency.

Customer Success: Our Customer Success team supports you from
deployment through adoption and beyond. You will get up and running quickly
and receive the training and support that you need to maximize the value of
your investment in OpenGov.

Customer Support: OpenGov Support is staffed by a veteran team with over
95 years of combined government experience. Our highly trained support
analysts are available to solve any issues that you encounter within OpenGov’s
suites. We are committed to resolving your issues in a timely fashion and to
your satisfaction.

Resources and Support
As an OpenGov customer, you are supported by our Customer Success team from deployment
through adoption and beyond. When you contact OpenGov, your first point of contact will be a real,
live person. OpenGov provides best-in-class standard support resources such as telephone, email,
chat, and an online portal as well as additional engagement channels like webinars, user groups,
and a resource center.

● User Groups: Our subject matter experts host regular user groups online and in person.
Learn from the pros and your peers!
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● Resource Center: We provide you with articles and videos to enhance your learning and
education of OpenGov.

● Free Webinars: As a customer, you can look forward to engaging and informative webinars.
Get a crash course in performance management or learn about the latest features of your
OpenGov software.

Premium Support
Furthermore, OpenGov offers Premium Support to help organizations on their journey to
successfully adopt OpenGov’s solution suites. With Premium Support, increased Service Level
Agreement (SLAs) mean that we start working on urgent requests even on weekends. In the spirit
of addressing problems quickly, Premium Support’s designated OpenGov contact builds a
relationship with you and understands your organization and the nuances of your OpenGov
application setup.

OpenGov’s Support Philosophy is simple: You invest in us. We invest in you. We are driven by
customer success. If you ever need help or have questions about your system, we want to make
sure you get well-informed, proactive support from the OpenGov team. Our goal is 100%
satisfaction.
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OpenGov University & Training
OpenGov is the leader in modern cloud software for our nation’s cities, counties, and state
agencies. On a mission to power more effective and accountable government, OpenGov serves
more than 2,200 agencies across the U.S.

OpenGov University helps your government staff become power-users of our software. With
unlimited access to the tools below, your staff can easily adopt new features and ensure that best
practices are followed when business processes are enhanced with our technology solutions.
Access to OpenGov University includes:

Training from OpenGov Experts
Walk through core functionality with your OpenGov deployment team as defined in the
Statement of Work.

OpenGov Resource Center
Read help articles, review company announcements, or chat with Support.

Self-paced learningmodules
Learn OpenGov product suites with on demand training in our learning management
system.

In-app guidance
Master your software with instructions and helpful hints offered while using the
software.

TrainingWorkshops
Access our recurring, virtual training series on product best practices.

Live Training Events
Join OpenGov’s hybrid or live trainings around the country.
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Benefits of OpenGov University

Maximize your investment
Save time by accelerating your team’s
knowledge and confidence to apply the
software and best practices to your
government.

Successful Change Management
Shorten the time for a new team member to
provide value to your department.

Empower your teams
Develop confidence in working with OpenGov
by understanding how to use our tools to best
improve your team’s effectiveness.

Training that growswith you
Ensure that new employees have easily
accessible training as both your team grows
and as your future-proof technology
investment evolves.

Available on your schedule
On-demand training when you need it, to help
get the entire team on the same page.

Deliver modern software to your
government
Leading governments are deploying modern
software to improve their process, reduce
their costs and deliver more to their
communities.

“I understand so much more about what we can do with
the system after completing the OpenGov University
classes, I am just so excited about the ways we are using
all the features this year.”

Amelia Cruver
Budget Director | City of Minneapolis, MN
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Partnership Investment Summary
OpenGov’s pricing model consists of both a fixed fee annual subscription for the software and a
one-time cost for the professional services component. Our Professional Services cost includes all
phases of implementation: Initiation, Best Practices, Configuration, Validation, Deployment, and
Project Completion. OpenGov offers an unlimited user, unlimited usage pricing model, meaning
customers are not limited to the number of users, logins, dashboards, reports or usage of data.
Rather, we charge an annually recurring subscription fee to encourage our customers to utilize the
platform, increase adoption throughout their organization, get valuable unlimited usage, and have a
predictable annual cost.

OpenGov Software Solutions
Description Cost Term

Software

Financials with Budgeting and Planning
Enterprise Asset Management
Permitting and Licensing
Courts
Premium Support

- Increased response time, Designated OpenGov
Contact

$150,115 Annual
(Projected Cost)

Professional Services Fee

- Initiation, Best Practices, Configuration, Validation, Deployment, and
Project Completion of the above solutions

- Data Conversions: Asset Essentials
- Data Migration

$250-300K One-Time
(Pending SOW)

Combined Annual Totals

Year Subscription Services Total Cost

Year 1 $150,115 $250-300k $400,115 - 450,115

Year 2 $157,500 $0 $157,500

Year 3 $165,375 $0 $165,375
All OpenGov contracts include an Annual Software Maintenance Price Adjustment. OpenGov shall increase the Fees payable

for the Software Services during any Renewal Term by 5% each year of the Renewal Term.
Pricing Valid Until June 2024 and is subject to additional discounts if multi suite purchase completed. Pricing inline with

the Texas DIR contract
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